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From: Vonna Ordaz / NA4

To: Diane Jackson, Joseph Staudenmeier 2 
Date: Fri, Apr 9, 1999 7:46 PM 
Subject: Good News 

Diane and Joe, 

I had a meeting with Glenn Kelly and Jason Schaperow the other day to make sure their boundary 
conditions and assumptions were the same since Glenn is determining the frequencies and Jason is 
doing the associated dose calculations. Glenn identified additional dose calcs that he needed from Jason.  
Since Jason's user need memo didn't specify these calcs and his workload is high, he needed some 
direction from his management before taking on more calcs.  

Also, I noticed that the work that Chris Boyd is doing needs to be completed sooner than the user need 
memo indicates in order to meet our end of May due date to Decommissioning Projects.  

Since both Jason and Chris work for Farouk (BC) and Ernie Rossi (Director), I asked John Hannon to 
contact one of them to see what he could do in expediting this. John was successful. The message that 
John gave me was that Chris Boyd would have his PWR analysis completed and his estimates for his 
BWR analysis completed by 5/28/99. Then, the BWR analysis would be completed in June 1999.  
Although, it was my understanding that Chris Boyd was only working on a BWR model, so Joe and Diane, 
you may want to check with him because other members on the Working Group were working with BWR 
assumptions (i.e, Ed Connell).  

Also, according to John Hannon, Jason will be able to perform all of the calcs that we need by the May 
17th due date.  

By the way, John Hannon wanted me to give Brian Sheron a copy of both of the user need memos, so he 
is aware of our involvement with Research. Joe, would you please give me a copy of the recent user 
need memo after Gary signs it out. I checked on Friday afternoon, and it is still in his box.  

We're making progress! 

Thanks, 
Vonna 

CC: George Hubbard, Glenn Kelly, John Hannon


